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Abstract
Latent variable models have been successfully applied in lossless compression with the bits-back
coding algorithm. However, bits-back suffers
from an increase in the bitrate equal to the KL divergence between the approximate posterior and
the true posterior. In this paper, we show how
to remove this gap asymptotically by deriving
bits-back coding algorithms from tighter variational bounds. The key idea is to exploit extended
space representations of Monte Carlo estimators
of the marginal likelihood. Naively applied, our
schemes would require more initial bits than the
standard bits-back coder, but we show how to
drastically reduce this additional cost with couplings in the latent space. When parallel architectures can be exploited, our coders can achieve better rates than bits-back with little additional cost.
We demonstrate improved lossless compression
rates in a variety of settings, especially in out-ofdistribution or sequential data compression.

1. Introduction
Datasets keep getting bigger; the recent CLIP model was
trained on 400 million text-image pairs gathered from the
internet (Radford et al., 2020). With datasets of this size
coming from ever more heterogeneous sources, we need
compression algorithms that can store this data efficiently.
In principle, data compression can be improved with a better
approximation of the data generating distribution. Luckily, the quality of generative models is rapidly improving
(van den Oord et al., 2016; Salimans et al., 2017; Razavi
et al., 2019; Vahdat & Kautz, 2020). From this panoply of
generative models, latent variable models are particularly
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Figure 1. Monte Carlo Bits-Back coders reduce the KL gap to zero.

attractive for compression applications, because they are
typically easy to parallelize; speed is a major concern for
compression methods. Indeed, some of the most successful
learned compressors for large scale natural images are based
on deep latent variable models (see Yang et al. (2020) for
lossy, and Townsend et al. (2020) for lossless).
Lossless compression with latent variable models has a complication that must be addressed. Any model-based coder
needs to evaluate the model’s probability mass function
p(x). Latent variable models are specified in terms of a
joint probability mass function p(x, z), where z is a latent,
unobserved variable. Computing p(x) in these models requires a (typically intractable) summation, and achieving
the model’s optimal bitrate, − log p(x), is not always feasible. When compressing large datasets of i.i.d. data, it
is possible to approximate this optimal bitrate using the
bits-back coding algorithm (Hinton & Van Camp, 1993;
Townsend et al., 2019). Bits-back coding is based on variational inference (Jordan et al., 1999), which uses an approximation q(z | x) to the true posterior p(z | x). Unfortunately,
this adds roughly DKL (q(z | x) k p(z | x)) bits to the bitrate.
This seems unimprovable for a fixed q, which is a problem,
if approximating p(z | x) is difficult or expensive.

In this paper, we show how to remove (asymptotically) the
DKL gap of bits-back schemes for (just about) any fixed
q. Our method is based on recent work that derives tighter
variational bounds using Monte Carlo estimators of the
marginal likelihood (e.g., Burda et al., 2015). The idea is
that q and p can be lifted into an extended latent space (e.g.,
Andrieu et al., 2010) such that the DKL over the extended
latent space goes to zero and the overall bitrate approaches
− log p(x). For example, our simplest extended bits-back
method, based on importance sampling, introduces N identically distributed particles zi and a categorical random vari-
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able that picks from zi to approximate p(z | x). We also
define extended bits-back schemes based on more advanced
Monte Carlo methods (AIS, Neal, 2001; SMC, Doucet et al.,
2001).
Adding O(N ) latent variables introduces another challenge
that we show how to address. Bits-back requires an initial
source of bits, and, naively applied, our methods increase
the initial bit cost by O(N ). One of our key contributions
is to show that this cost can be reduced to O(log N ) for
some of our coders using couplings in latent space, a novel
technique that may be applicable in other settings to reduce
initial bit costs. Most of our coders can be parallelized
over the number of particles, which significantly reduces
the computation overhead. So, our coders extend bits-back
with little additional cost.
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m

Figure 2. ANS is a last-in-first-out lossless coder. We adopt the
visualizations of (Kingma et al., 2019): the green bars represent
the message m, a stack that stores symbols x.

If n symbols, drawn i.i.d. from pd , are pushed onto m with
p , the bitrate (bits/symbol) required to store the ANS message approaches H(pd , p) +  for some small error  (Duda,
2009; Townsend, 2020). The exact sequence is recovered
by popping n symbols off the final m with p.

2. Background

For our purposes, the ANS message can be thought of as a
store of randomness. Given a message m with enough bits,
regardless of m’s provenance, we can decode from m using
any distribution p. This will return a random symbol x and
remove roughly − log p(x) bits from m. Conversely, we
can encode a symbol x onto m with p, which will increase
m’s length by roughly − log p(x). If a sender produces a
message m through some sequence of encode or decode
steps using distributions pi , then a receiver, who has access
to the pi , can recover the sequence of encoded symbols
and the initial message by reversing the order of operations
and switching encodes with decodes. When describing
algorithms, we often leave out explicit references to m,
instead writing steps like ‘encode x with p(x)’. See Fig. 2.

2.1. Asymmetric Numeral Systems

2.2. Bits-Back Compression with ANS

The goal of lossless compression is to find a short binary
representation of the outcome of a discrete random variable
x ∼ pd (x) in a finite symbol space x ∈ S. Achieving the
best possible expected length, i.e., the entropy H(pd ) of
pd , requires access to pd , and typically a model probability
mass function (PMF) p(x) is used instead. In this case, the
smallest achievable length
P is the cross-entropy of p relative
to pd , H(pd , p) = − x pd (x) log p(x)1 . See MacKay
(2003); Cover & Thomas (1991) for more detail.

The class of latent variable models is highly flexible, and
most operations required to compute with such models can
be parallelized, making them an attractive choice for modelbased coders. Bits-back coders, in particular Bits-Back
with ANS (BB-ANS, Townsend et al., 2019), specialize in
compression using latent variable models.

We test our methods in various lossless compression settings, including compression of natural images and musical
pieces using deep latent variable models. We report between
2% - 19% rate savings in our experiments, and we see our
most significant improvements when compressing out-ofdistribution data or sequential data. We also show that our
methods can be used to improve the entropy coding step
of learned transform coders with hyperpriors (Ballé et al.,
2018) for lossy compression. We explore the factors that
affect the rate savings in our setting.

Asymmetric numeral systems (ANS) are model-based coders
that achieve near optimal compression rates on sequences
of symbols (Duda, 2009). ANS stores data in a stack-like
‘message’ data structure, which we denote m, and provides
an inverse pair of functions, encodep and decodep , which
each process one symbol x ∈ S at a time:
encodep : m, x 7→ m0

decodep : m0 7→ (m, x).

(1)

Encode pushes x onto m, and decode pops x from m0 . Both
functions require access to routines for computing the cumulative distribution function (CDF) and inverse CDF of p.
1

All logarithms in this paper are base 2.

A latent variable model is specified in terms of a joint distribution p(x, z) between x and a latent discrete2 random
variable taking value in a symbol space z ∈ S0 . We assume that the joint distribution of latent variable models
factorizes as p(z)p(x | z) and that the PMFs, CDFs, and
inverse CDFs, under p(z) and p(x | z) are
P tractable. However, computing the marginal p(x) = z p(z)p(x | z) is
often intractable. This fact means that we cannot directly encode x onto m. A naive strategy would be for the sender to
pick some z ∈ S0 , and encode (x, z) using p, which would
require − log p(x, z) bits; however, this involves communicating the symbol z, which is redundant information.
BB-ANS gets a better bitrate, by compressing sequences of
symbols in a chain and by having the sender decode latents
2
BB-ANS can easily be extended to continuous z, with negligible cost, by quantizing; see Townsend et al. (2019).
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rate samples (which they refer to as ‘dirty bits’) is typically
less than 1%. So, in this paper we mostly elide the dirty bits
issue, regarding (2) to be the net bitrate of BB-ANS, and
hereafter we refer to vanilla BB-ANS as BB-ELBO. Taking
the expectation under pd , BB-ELBO achieves a net bitrate of
approximately H(pd , p) + Ex∼pd [DKL (q(z | x) k p(z | x))].

init. bits
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x1

encode x1 with p(x1 |z)
encode z with p(z)

decode z 0 with q(z 0 |x2 )
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x2

3. Monte Carlo Bits-Back Coding

encode x2 with p(x2 |z 0 )
encode z 0 with p(z 0 )

net bits
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Figure 3. Encoding (x1 , x2 ) requires an initial source of bits (light
blue), but bits-back reduces its total bit consumption by using
intermediate messages as the initial source of bits for encoding x2 .
The net bits used (light orange) is close to the negative ELBO.

z from the intermediate message state, rather than picking
z; see Fig. 3. Suppose that we have already pushed some
symbols onto a message m. BB-ANS uses an approximate
posterior q(z | x) such that if p(x, z) = 0 then q(z | x) =
0. To encode a symbol x onto m, the sender first pops
z from m using q(z | x). Then they push (x, z) onto m
using p(x, z). The new message m0 has approximately
− log p(x, z) + log q(z | x) more bits than m. m0 is then
used in exactly the same way for the next symbol. The persymbol rate saving over the naive method is − log q(z | x)
bits. However, for the first symbol, an initial message is
needed, causing a one-time overhead.
2.3. The Bitrate of Bits-Back Coders
When encoding a sequence of symbols, we define the total
bitrate to be the number of bits in the final message per
symbol encoded; the initial bits to be the number of bits
needed to initialize the message; and the net bitrate to be
the total bitrate minus the initial bits per symbol, which is
equal to the expected increase in message length per symbol.
As the number of encoded symbols grows, the total bitrate
of BB-ANS will converge to the net bitrate.
One subtlety is that the BB-ANS bitrate depends on the
distribution of the latent z, popped with q(z | x). In an
ideal scenario, where m contains i.i.d. uniform Bernoulli
distributed bits, z will be an exact sample from q. Unfortunately, in practical situations, the exact distribution of z
is difficult to characterize. Nevertheless, Townsend et al.
(2019) found the ‘evidence lower bound’ (ELBO)
Ez∼q(z | x) [− log p(x, z) + log q(z | x)]

= − log p(x) + DKL (q(z | x) k p(z | x)),

(2)

which assumes z ∼ q(z | x), to be an accurate predictor of
BB-ANS’s empirical compression rate; the effect of inaccu-

The net bitrate of bits-back is ideally the negative ELBO.
This rate seems difficult to improve without finding a better q. However, the ELBO may be a loose bound on the
marginal log-likelihood. Recent work in variational inference shows how to bridge the gap from the ELBO to the
marginal log-likelihood with tighter variational bounds (e.g.,
Burda et al., 2015; Domke & Sheldon, 2018), motivating the
question: can we derive bits-back coders from those tighter
bounds and approach the cross-entropy?
In this section we provide an affirmative answer to this
question with a framework called Monte Carlo bits-back
coding (McBits). We point out that the extended space constructions of Monte Carlo estimators can be reinterpreted
as bits-back coders. One of our key contributions is deriving variants whose net bitrates improve over BB-ELBO,
while being nearly as efficient with initial bits. We begin
by motivating our framework with two worked examples.
Implementation details are in Appendix A.
3.1. Bits-Back Importance Sampling
The simplest of our McBits coders is based on importance
sampling (IS). IS samples N particles zi ∼ q(zi | x) i.i.d.
and uses the importance weights p(x, zi )/q(zi | x) to estimate p(x). The corresponding variational bound (IWAE,
Burda et al., 2015) is the log-average importance weight:
"
!#
N
X
1 p(x, zi )
− E{zi }N
log
≥ − log p(x). (3)
i=1
N q(zi | x)
i=1
IS provides a consistent estimator of p(x). If the importance
weights are bounded, the left-hand side of equation (3) converges monotonically to − log p(x) (Burda et al., 2015).

Surprisingly, equation (3) is actually the evidence lower
bound between a different model and a different approximate posterior on an extended space (Andrieu et al., 2010;
Cremer et al., 2017; Domke & Sheldon, 2018). In particular,
consider an expanded latent space S0N × {1 .. N } that includes the configurations of the N particles {zi }N
i=1 and an
index j ∈ {1 .. N }. The left-hand side of equation (3) can
be re-written as the (negative) ELBO between a pair of distributions P and Q defined over this extended latent space,
which are given in Alg. 1. Briefly, given x, Q samples N
particles zi ∼ q(zi | x) i.i.d. and selects one of them by sampling an index j with probability w̃j ∝ p(x, zj )/q(zj | x).

Monte Carlo Bits-Back Coding

Algorithm 1: Extended Latent Space Representation of Importance Sampling
Process Q(Z | x)
QN
sample {zi }N
i=1 ∼
i=1 q(zi | x)
p(x,zi )
compute w̃i ∝ q(z
i | x)
sample j ∼ Cat (w̃j )
return {zi }N
i=1 , j

Process P (x, Z)
sample j ∼ Cat(1/N )
sample zj ∼ p(zj )
sample x ∼ p(x | zjQ
)
sample {zi }i6=j ∼ i6=j q(zi | x)
return x, {zi }N
i=1 , j

decode u1 with unif{0, . . . , 2r

1}

N
decode {zi }N
i=1 with ⇧i=1 q(zi |x)

assign ui = Ti (u1 ), zi = Fq 1 (ui )

decode j with Cat(w̃j )

decode j with Cat(w̃j )

encode {zi }i6=j with ⇧i6=j q(zi |x)

encode uj with unif{u : Fq 1 (u) = zj }

encode x with p(x|zj )

encode x with p(x|zj )

encode zj with p(zj )

encode zj with p(zj )

encode j with Cat(1/N )

encode j with Cat(1/N )
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(a) Bits-Back Importance Sampling (BB-IS)

(b) Bits-Back Coupled Importance Sampling (BB-CIS)

Figure 4. The initial bit cost of encoding a single symbol x with IS-based coders is reduced from O(N ) to O(log N ) by coupling the
latents with shared randomness. Both of these coders achieve a net bitrate that approaches − log p(x) as N → ∞.

The distribution P pre-selects the special jth particle uniformly at random, samples its value zj ∼ p(zj ) from the
prior of the underlying model, and samples x ∼ p(x | zj )
given zj . The remaining zi ∼ q(zi | x) for i 6= j are sampled from the underlying approximate posterior. Because
P and Q use q for all but the special jth particle, most of
the terms in the difference of the log-mass functions cancel,
and all that remains is equation (3). See Appendix A.4.
Once we identify the left-hand side of equation (3) as a
negative ELBO over the extended space, we can derive
a bits-back scheme that achieves an expected net bitrate
equal to equation (3). We call this the Bits-Back Importance
Sampling (BB-IS) coder, and it is visualized in Fig. 4a. To
encode a symbol x, we first decode N particles zi and the
index j with the Q process by translating each ‘sample’ to
‘decode’. Then we encode x, the particles zi , and the index
j jointly with the P process by translating each ‘sample’ to
‘encode’ in reverse order. By reversing P at encode time,
we ensure that receiver decodes with P in the right order.
Thus, ignoring the clean bits question, BB-IS’s asymptotic
net bitrate is close to the left-hand side of equation (3),
which converges to the marginal log-likelihood (Burda et al.,
2015). Ultimately, as N → ∞, it reaches the cross-entropy.

3.2. Bits-Back Coupled Importance Sampling
Unfortunately, the BB-IS coder requires roughly − log w̃j −
PN
i=1 log q(zi | x) ∈ O(N ) initial bits. The reason is that
each decoded random variable needs to remove some bits
from m. Can this be avoided? Here, we design Bits-Back
Coupled Importance Sampling (BB-CIS), which achieves a
net bitrate comparable to BB-IS while reducing the initial
bit cost to O(log N ). BB-CIS achieves this by decoding a
single common random number, which is shared by the zi .
The challenge is showing that a net bitrate comparable to
BB-IS is still achievable under such a reparameterization.
BB-CIS is based on a reparameterization of the particles zi
as deterministic functions of coupled uniform random variables. The method is a discrete analog of the inverse CDF
technique for simulating non-uniform random variates (Devroye, 2006). Specifically, suppose that the latent space S0 is
totally ordered, and the probabilities of q are approximated
to an integer precision r > 0, i.e., 2r q(z | x) is an integer for
all z ∈ S0 . Define the function Fq−1 : {0 .. 2r − 1} → S0 ,
n X
Fq−1 (u) = arg min z :

z 0 ≤z

o
2r q(z 0 | x) > u . (4)

Fq−1 maps the uniform samples into samples from q. This
is visualized in Fig. 5. A coupled set of particles zi with

Monte Carlo Bits-Back Coding
2r q(z | x)
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Figure 5. Mapping uniforms in {0 .. 2r − 1} to samples in S0 .
Colors represent the subsets mapped to z of size 2r q(z | x).

marginals q(zi | x) can be simulated with a common random number by sampling a single uniform u and setting
zi = Fq−1 (Ti (u)) for some functions Ti : {0 .. 2r − 1} →
{0 .. 2r − 1}, as in Fig. 6. Intuitively, Ti maps u to
the uniform ui underlying zi . To ensure that zi have the
same marginal, we require that Ti are bijective functions.
For example, Ti can be defined as a fixed ‘shift’ by integer ki , i.e., Ti (u) = (u + ki ) mod 2r with inverse
Ti−1 (u) = (u − ki ) mod 2r . We set T1 (u) = u by convention.
BB-CIS uses these couplings in a latent decoding process that saves initial bits. It decodes u1 from m with
unif{0 .. 2r − 1}, sets zi = Fq−1 (Ti (u1 )), and decodes
the index j of the special particle zj with Cat(w̃j ). This reduces the initial bit cost to r−log w̃j ∈ O(1)+O(log N ) =
O(log N ). Note that the O(log N ) term is for decoding the
index j which does not scale with latent dimension, thus the
O(1) term dominates for high dimensional latents. Also, in
the ANS implementation, all compressed message lengths
are rounded to a multiple of a specified precision (e.g., 16)
which may mask small changes caused by the O(log N )
term. Thus, in practice, BB-CIS demonstrates a nearly constant initial bits cost (Fig. 8c).

Fq 1 (u)

z4

z1
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Figure 6. BB-CIS only needs to decode a single random uniform
u and then applies bijections Ti to produce the uniforms ui underlying zi . We set T1 (u) = u by convention.

1} is unnecessarily wasteful, because zj restricts the range
of uj . It turns out, that the best we can do is to encode uj
with unif{u : Fq−1 (u) = zj }. Finally (x, zj , j) are encoded
with p(x, zj )/N . BB-CIS’s encode is given in Fig. 4b.
BB-CIS has the following expected net bitrate:
"
!#
N
X
1 p(x, zi )
− Eu1 log
.
N q(zi | x)
i=1

(5)

Thus, BB-CIS achieves a net bitrate comparable to BBIS, but uses only O(log N ) initial bits. We show this in
Appendix A.5. We also show that the BB-CIS net bitrate can
be interpreted as a negative ELBO over an extended latent
space, which accounts for the configurations of zi , ui , and j.
This extended space construction is novel, and we believe
it may be useful for deriving other coupling schemes that
reduce initial bit consumption. Common random numbers
are classical tools in Monte Carlo methods; in bits-back they
may serve as a tool for controlling initial bit cost.

The coupled latent decoding process needs to be matched
with an appropriate encoding process for x. Suppose that we
finished encoding x, as with BB-IS, by encoding {zi }i6=j
with q(zi | x) i.i.d. and encoding (x, zj , j) with p(x, zj )/N .
The net bitrate would be
"
!#
N
N
X
X
1 p(x, zi )
Eu1 −r −
log q(zi | x) − log
.
N q(zi | x)
i=1
i=1

The net bitrate of BB-CIS can fail to converge to − log p(x),
if the Ti are poorly chosen. In our experiments, we used
fixed (but randomly chosen) shifts shared between the
sender and receiver. This scheme converged as quickly as
BB-IS in terms of net bitrate, but at a greatly reduced total
bitrate. However, we point out that further work is required
to explore more efficient bijections in terms of computation
cost and compression performance.

This is clearly worse than BB-IS. The culprits are the N − 1
latents that BB-IS pushes onto m, which is wasteful, because they are deterministically coupled. Fundamentally,
the encoding process of BB-IS is not balanced with the
initial bit savings of our coupled latent decoding process.

3.3. General Framework

The solution is to design an encoding process over {zi }N
i=1 ,
{ui }N
,
and
x,
which
exactly
matches
the
initial
bit
savings
i=1
of the coupled decoding process. The idea is to encode just
(uj , x, zj , j), which is enough information for the receiver
to reconstruct all other variables. The key is to design the
encoding for uj . Encoding uj with a uniform on {0 .. 2r −

Monte Carlo bits-back coders generalize these two examples. They are bits-back coders built from extended latent space representations of Monte Carlo estimators of
the marginal likelihood. Let p̂N (x) be a positive unbiased Monte Carlo estimator of the marginal likelihood
that can be simulated with O(N ) random variables, i.e.,
E[p̂N (x)] = p(x). Importance sampling is the quintessenPN
tial example, p̂N (x) = N −1 i=1 p(x, zi )/q(zi | x), but
more efficient estimators of p(x) can be built using techniques like annealed importance sampling (Neal, 2001) or
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A variational bound on the log-marginal likelihood can be
derived from p̂N (x) by Jensen’s inequality,
− E[log p̂N (x)] ≥ − log p(x).

(6)

If p̂N (x) is strongly consistent in N (as is the case with
many of these estimators) and − log p̂N (x) satisfies a
uniform integrability condition, then − E[log p̂N (x)] →
− log p(x) (Maddison et al., 2017). This framework captures recent efforts on tighter variational bounds (Burda
et al., 2015; Maddison et al., 2017; Naesseth et al., 2018; Le
et al., 2018; Domke & Sheldon, 2018; Caterini et al., 2018).
As with BB-IS and BB-CIS, the key step in the McBits
framework is to identify an extended latent space representation of p̂N (x). Let Z ∼ Q(Z | x) be a set of random
variables (often including those needed to compute p̂N (x)).
If there exists a ‘target’ probability distribution P (x, Z)
over x and Z with marginal p(x) such that
p̂N (x) =

P (x, Z)
,
Q(Z | x)

(7)

then the McBits coder, which decodes Z with Q(Z | x) and
encodes (x, Z) with P (x, Z), will achieve a net bitrate of
− log p̂N (x). In particular, if the log estimator converges in
expectation to the log-marginal likelihood and we ignore the
dirty bits issue, then DKL (Q(Z | x) k P (Z | x)) → 0 and
the McBits coder will achieve a net bitrate of H(pd , p).
The challenge is to identify Z, Q, and P . While Monte
Carlo estimators of p(x) get quite elaborate, many of them
admit such extended latent space representations (e.g., Neal,
2001; Andrieu et al., 2010; Finke, 2015; Domke & Sheldon,
2018). These constructions are techniques for proving the
unbiasedness of the estimators; one of our contributions
is to demonstrate that they can become efficient bits-back
schemes. In Appendix A, we provide pseudocode and details for all McBits coders.
Bits-Back Annealed Importance Sampling (BB-AIS)
Annealed importance sampling (AIS) is a generalization
of importance sampling, which introduces a path of N intermediate distributions between the base distribution q(z | x)
and the unnormalized posterior p(z | x). AIS samples a
sequence of latents by iteratively applying MCMC transition kernels that leave each intermediate distributions invariant. By bridging the gap between q(z | x) and p(z | x),
AIS’s estimate of p(x) typically converges faster than importance sampling (Neal, 2001). The corresponding McBits
coder, BB-AIS, requires O(N ) initial bits, but this can be
addressed with the BitSwap trick (Kingma et al., 2019),
which we call BB-AIS-BitSwap. Another issue is that the
intermediate distributions are usually not factorized, which
makes it challenging to work with high-dimensional z.

Bits-Back Sequential Monte Carlo (BB-SMC) Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) is a particle filtering method that
combines importance sampling with resampling. Its estimate of p(x) typically converges faster than importance
sampling for time series models (Cérou et al., 2011; Bérard
et al., 2014). SMC maintains a population of particles. At
each time step, the particles independently sample an extension from the proposal distribution. Then the whole
population is resampled with probabilities in proportion to
importance weights. The corresponding McBits coder, BBSMC, requires O(T N ) initial bits, where T is the length of
the time series. We introduce a coupled variant, BB-CSMC,
in the appendix that reduces this to O(T log N ).
Computational Cost All of our coders require O(N )
computational cost, but the IS- and SMC-based coders are
amenable to parallelization over particles. In particular, we
implemented an end-to-end parallelized version of BB-IS
based on the JAX framework (Bradbury et al.) and benchmarked on compressing the binarized MNIST dataset with
one-layer VAE model. As shown in Fig. 7, the computation
time scales sublinearly with the number of particles, which
demonstrates the potential practicality of our method, in
some settings, with hundreds of particles. Detailed discussion is in Appendix B.
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Figure 7. BB-IS total encode + decode time for binarized MNIST
scales very well with N using a parallel implementation of ANS.
BB-ELBO (N = 1) uses a simpler code-base, which runs faster.
The experiment was run on a Tesla P100 GPU with 12GB of
memory, together with an Intel Xeon Silver 4110 CPU at 2.10GHz.

4. Related Work
Recent work on learned compressors considers two classes
of deep generative models: models based on normalizing
flows (Rippel & Adams, 2013; Dinh et al., 2014; 2016;
Rezende & Mohamed, 2015) and deep latent variable models (Kingma & Welling, 2013; Rezende et al., 2014). Flow
models are generally computationally expensive, and optimizing a function with discrete domain and codomain using
gradient descent can be cumbersome. Despite these issues,
flow models are the state of the art for lossless compression
of small images (van den Berg et al., 2020).
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(a) As N → ∞, the net bitrate converges
to the entropy for most coders on the toy
mixture model.
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(b) As N → ∞, the net bitrate converges. (c) The initial bit cost (reflected in the total
Convergence to the ideal bitrate (dashed bitrate after the first symbol) is controlled
line) indicates clean bits.
by some McBits coders, but not others.

Figure 8. The bitrate of McBits coders converges (in the number of particles N ) to the entropy when using the data generating distribution.
The initial bit cost of naive coders scales like O(N ), but coupled and BitSwap variants significantly reduce it. Bitrates are bits/sym.

‘Bits-back’ was originally meant to provide an information
theoretic basis for approximate Bayesian inference methods
(Wallace, 1990; Hinton & Van Camp, 1993; Frey & Hinton,
1997; Frey, 1998). Townsend et al. (2019) showed that the
idea can lead directly to a practical compression algorithm
for latent variable models. Follow up work reduced the
initial bit cost for hierarchical models (Kingma et al., 2019),
and extended it to large scale models and larger images
(Townsend et al., 2020). For lossy compression, the variational autoencoder framework is a natural fit for training
transform coders (Johnston et al., 2019; Ballé et al., 2016;
2018; Minnen et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2020).
Relative entropy coding (REC, Havasi et al., 2019; Flamich
et al., 2020) is an alternative coding scheme for latent variable models that seeks to address the initial bits overhead
in bits-back schemes. However, practical REC implementations require a particular reparameterization of the latent
space, and it is unclear whether the REC latent structure is
compatible with the extended latents in McBits.

5. Experiments
We studied the empirical properties and performance of
our McBits coders on both synthetic data and practical image and music piece compression tasks. Many of our experiments used continuous latent variable models and we
adopted the maximum entropy quantization in Townsend
et al. (2019) to discretize the latents. We sometimes evaluated the ideal bitrate, which for each coder is the corresponding variational bound estimated with pseudorandom numbers. For continuous latent variable models, the
ideal bitrate does not account for quantization. We rename BB-ANS to BB-ELBO. N refers to the number
of intermediate distributions for BB-AIS. Details are in
Appendix C. Our implementation is available at https:
//github.com/ryoungj/mcbits.

5.1. Lossless Compression on Synthetic Data
We assessed the convergence properties, impact of dirty bits,
and initial bit cost of our McBits coders on synthetic data.
First, a dataset of 5000 symbols was generated i.i.d. from
a mixture model with alphabet sizes 64 and 256 for the
observations and latents, respectively. BB-ELBO, BB-IS,
BB-CIS, and BB-AIS were evaluated using the true data
generating distribution with a uniform approximate posterior, ensuring a large mismatch with the true posterior. For
BB-AIS, a Metropolis–Hastings kernel with a uniform proposal was used. The bijective operators of BB-CIS applied
randomly selected, but fixed, shifts to the sampled uniform.
The net bitrates of BB-IS, BB-CIS, and BB-AIS converged
to the entropy (optimal rate) as the number of particles increased. This is shown in 8a. The indistinguishable gap
between BB-CIS and BB-IS illustrates that particle coupling did not lead to a deterioration of net bitrate. BB-AISBitSwap did not converge, likely due to the dirty bits issue.
We measured the impact of dirty bits by plotting ideal versus
net bitrates in Fig. 8b. The deviation of any point to the
dashed line indicates the severity of dirty bits. Interestingly,
most of our McBits coders appeared to ‘clean’ the bitstream
as N increased, i.e. the net bitrate converged to the entropy,
as shown in Fig. 8b for BB-AIS and in Fig. 14a in Appendix
C.1 for all coders. Only BB-AIS-BitSwap did not clean the
bitstream (Fig. 8b), indicating that the order of operations
has a significant impact on the cleanliness of McBits coders.
We quantified the initial bits cost by computing the total bitrate after the first symbol. As shown in Fig. 8c, it increased
linearly with N for BB-IS and BB-AIS, but remained fixed
for BB-CIS and BB-AIS-BitSwap.
Our second experiment was with a dataset of 5000 symbol
subsequences generated i.i.d. from a small hidden Markov
model (HMM). We used 10 timesteps with alphabet sizes
16 and 32 for the observations and latents, respectively. BB-
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Table 2. BB-IS leads to more improved compression rates in outof-distribution compression settings. The net bitrates (bits/dim) of
BB-IS on EMNIST test sets using a VAE.
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Figure 9. As N → ∞, the net bitrates of BB-IS and BB-SMC
converge to the entropy on the toy HMM, but BB-SMC converges
much faster.
Table 1. BB-IS performs better on models that were trained with
the same number of particles. The net bitrates (bits/dim) of BBIS on EMNIST-MNIST and CIFAR-10 test sets. N = 50 for
EMNIST-MNIST and N = 10 for CIFAR-10.
MNIST

CIFAR-10

ELBO

IWAE

ELBO

IWAE

BB-ELBO
BB-IS (5)
BB-IS (N )

0.236
0.232
0.230

0.236
0.231
0.228

4.898
4.866
4.857

4.898
4.827
4.810

Savings

2.5%

3.4%

0.8%

1.8%

ELBO, BB-IS, and BB-SMC were evaluated using the true
data generating distribution and a uniform approximate posterior. The net bitrates of BB-IS and BB-SMC converged to
the entropy, but BB-SMC converged much faster, illustrating the effectiveness of resampling particles for compressing
sequential data (Fig. 9).
5.2. Lossless Compression on Images
We benchmarked the performance of BB-IS and BB-CIS
on the standard train-test splits of two datasets: an alphanumeric extension of MNIST called EMNIST (Cohen et al.,
2017), and CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky, 2009). EMNIST was
dynamically binarized following Salakhutdinov & Murray
(2008), and a VAE with 1 stochastic layer was used as in
Burda et al. (2015). For CIFAR-10, we used VQ-VAE (Oord
et al., 2017) with discrete latent variables and trained with
continuous relaxations (Sønderby et al., 2017).
The variational bounds used to train the VAEs had an impact
on compression performance. When using BB-IS with a
model trained on the IWAE objective, equalizing the number
of particles during compression and training resulted in
better rates than BB-IS with an ELBO-trained VAE (Table
1). Therefore, we always use our McBits coders with models
trained on the corresponding variational bound.
We assessed BB-IS in an out-of-distribution (OOD) compression setting. We trained models on standard EMNIST-

MNIST

Letters

MNIST

Letters

MNIST

Letters

BB-ELBO
BB-IS (5)
BB-IS (50)

0.236
0.231
0.228

0.310
0.289
0.280

0.257
0.249
0.244

0.250
0.243
0.239

Savings

3.4%

9.7%

5.1%

4.4%

Table 3. BB-CIS achieves the best total bitrates compared to baselines on EMNIST test sets.
Method

MNIST

Letters

PNG
WebP
gzip
lzma
bz2

0.819
0.464
0.423
0.383
0.375

0.900
0.533
0.413
0.369
0.364

BB-ELBO
BB-ELBO-IF (50)
BB-IS (50)
BB-CIS (50)

0.236
0.233
0.230
0.228

0.250
0.246
0.241
0.239

Letters and EMNIST-MNIST splits and evaluated compression performance on the test sets. BB-IS achieved greater
rate savings than BB-ELBO when transferred to OOD data
(Table 2). This illustrates that BB-IS may be particularly
useful in more practical compression settings where the data
distribution is different from that of the training data.
Finally, we compared BB-IS and BB-CIS to other benchmark lossless compression schemes by measuring the total
bitrates on EMNIST test sets (without transferring). We
also compared with amortized-iterative inference, (Yang
et al., 2020) that optimizes the ELBO objective over local
variational parameters for each data example at the compression stage. To roughly match the computation budget,
the number of optimization steps was set to 50 and this
method is denoted as BB-ELBO-IF (50). Both BB-IS and
BB-CIS outperformed all other baselines on both test sets,
and BB-CIS was better than BB-IS in terms of total bitrate
since it effectively reduces the initial bit cost. Additional
results can be found in in Appendix C.2.
5.3. Lossless Compression on Sequential Data
We quantified the performance of BB-SMC on sequential data compression tasks with 4 polyphonic music
datasets: Nottingham, JSB, MuseData, and Piano-midi.de
(Boulanger-Lewandowski et al., 2012). All datasets were
composed of sequences of binary 88-dimensional vectors
representing active notes. The sequence lengths were very
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Table 4. BB-SMC achieves the best net bitrates (bits/timestep) on
all piano roll test sets.
Nott.

JSB

Piano.

BB-ELBO
BB-IS (4)
BB-SMC (4)

10.66
10.66
9.58

5.87
4.86
4.76

12.53
12.03
10.92

11.43
11.38
11.20

Savings

10.1%

18.9%

12.8%

2.0%

BB-ELBO
BB-IS (5)

14

Rate Saving (%)

Musedata

16

BB-IS (50)

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
0.12

imbalanced, so we chunked the datasets to sequences with
maximum length of 100. We trained variational recurrent
neural networks (VRNN, Chung et al., 2015) on these chunked datasets using code from Maddison et al. (2017). For
each dataset, 3 VRNN models were trained with the ELBO,
IWAE and FIVO objectives with 4 particles and were used
with their corresponding coders for compression.
We compared the net bitrates of all coders for compressing
each test set in Table 4. BB-SMC clearly outperformed BBELBO and BB-IS with the same number of particles on all
datasets. We include the comparison with some benchmark
lossless compression schemes in Table 10 in Appendix C.3.
5.4. Lossy Compression on Images
Current state-of-the-art lossy image compressors use hierarchical latent VAEs with quantized latents that are losslessly compressed with hyperlatents (Ballé et al., 2016;
2018; Minnen et al., 2018). Yang et al. (2020) observed
that the marginalization gap of jointly compressing the latent and the hyperlatent can be bridged by bits-back. Thus,
our McBits coders can be used to further reduce the gap.
We experimented on a simplified setting where we used the
binarized EMNIST datasets and a modification of the VAE
model with 2 stochastic layers in Burda et al. (2015). The
major modifications were the following. The distributions
over the 1st stochastic layer (latent) were modified to support quantization in a manner similar to (Ballé et al., 2018).
We trained the model on a relaxed rate-distortion objective
with a hyperparameter λ controlling the trade-off, where the
distortion term was the Bernoulli negative log likelihood
and the rate term was the negative ELBO or IWAE that only
marginalized over the 2nd stochastic layer (hyperlatent).
Details are in Appendix C.4.
We evaluated the net bitrate savings of BB-IS compared to
BB-ELBO on the EMNIST-MNIST test set with different λ
values, as in Fig. 10. We found that BB-IS achieved more
than 15% rate savings in some setups, see also the ratedistortion curves in Appendix C.4. The performance can be
further improved by applying amortized-iterative inference,
which is included in Appendix C.4. We also implemented
these experiments for the model in (Ballé et al., 2018), but
did not observe significant improvements. This may be due
to the specific and complex model architecture.

0.14

0.16

0.18

Distortion

0.20

0.22

Figure 10. The rate saving curve for lossy compression on the
EMNIST-MNIST test set. We measure the net bitrate savings (%)
relative to BB-ELBO for fixed distortion values.

6. Conclusion
We showed that extended state space representations of
Monte Carlo estimators of the marginal likelihood can be
transformed into bits-back schemes that asymptotically remove the DKL gap. In our toy experiments, our coders
were ‘self-cleaning’ in the sense that they reduced the dirty
bits gap. In our transfer experiments, our coders had a
larger impact on compression rates when compressing outof-distribution data. Finally, we demonstrated that the initial
bit cost incurred by naive variants can be controlled by coupling techniques. We believe these coupling techniques may
be of value in other settings to reduce initial bit costs.
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